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1 The Ambivalence of
Europe: A Theoretical
Introduction

This book is about how every age reinvented the idea of Europe in the mir-
ror of its own identity. I shall bring 'Europe' into focus as a cultural con-
struction and argue that it cannot be regarded as a self-evident entity: it is an

idea as much as a reality. Europe, I shall be arguing, is a contested concept
and it was in adversity that it became a self-conscious idea. As the central and
organising metaphor of a complex civilisation, the European idea expresses
our culture's struggle with its contradictions and conflicts.

Much discussed in recent times is the question of 'European unity', yet
little thought is actually given to the meaning of the term Europe and its rela-
tionship to problems in contemporary political identity. The discourse of
Europe is ambivalent in that it is not always about unity and inclusion, but
is also about exclusion and the construction ofdifference based on norms of
exclusion. It embodies a great complex of ideas and ideals. Take unity for
instance. For many Europeans unity is a cherished goal only so long as it is
unattainable; or, indeed, as astrategy toenhance social exclusion orto strength-
en the power of the centre over the periphery. Lying at the core of the idea
of Europe is a fundamental ambivalence about the normative horizons of
collective identity in the modern polity. This ambivalence is apparent in an
unresolved tension between two models of collective identity; an exclusivist
and formal notion of the polity, on the one side, and on the other, one based
more on participation and solidarity. My concern in this book is to dispel the

mystique of Europe in order to assess the extent to which the European idea
can in fact be the basis of a collective identity unencumbered by the naÍTow
normative horizons of national identity and the chauvinism of the 'Fortress
Europe' project. The question of whether a multi-cultural society can evolve
a collective identity that is not based on ethno-culturalism is as important as
matters pertaining to economic and political integration. The limits and pos-
sibility of the European idea as a basis of collective identity is what this book
is about. My tentative answer is that the idea of Europe can be the norma-
tive basis of collective identity only if it is focused on a new notion of citi-
zenship.

My theme is that of Europe as an idea that has forever been in a process
of invention and reinvention as determined bv the oressure of new collec-
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rive i<Jentitics. what I wish ro crcconstruct is the platonic_rike vision of animmutablc Eu*rpean iacar, the notion that the idea of Europe has arwaysbeen linked to the pursuit of thc va|ues of freedom, a"*o".uíuna autono-my' That there is such a thing as, what Karl Jaspers (1g47)once called, a'European spirit' or - as other writers earlier in the twentieih century suchas T. s. E,ot (1946), Edmund Husserr and paur yarery b"il";:;le uniryof an essentia'y European tradition is a pervasive assumption underryingconremporary visions of Europe. whire not at wit agree'wirh i.i. erio,(1978, p. 160), when he wrote in 194.1 , 
.thara 

new unity can only grow onthe old roots: the christian faith, and the crassical ranguages which Europeansinherit in common', there appears to be widespread consensus today that thecultura| foundation ofEurope is deepty rooted in Latila;'#ďhuman-
ist varues and liberal democracy 1Kunae.a, rgg4). I hope to be able to showthat these beriefs are ungrounded, or at best mystifying, and that if rhe ideaofEurope is to be used as a normative concept, it is necessary to subject itto critical reflection. It is not possible to see European history as the pro-gressive embodiment of a. greit unifying idea since ideas are themselvesproducts of history. No coherent iaea ruřs through European r,i,to.y r.o*the earriesr times ro rhe present and the historicalfronti"r. oi Effi rruu"themselves shifted severar times. yet something can be discerned in t'he greatflux of history and it is not the unity of history but adversity: the Europeanidea has been more the product of conflict than of consensus.
with respect to the.notion of 'European unity' I.rruriu. u.guing that thecritical and self-examining rradition, in Eu.of"un culture havJin flt rarelyappeared to the idea of unity as their normative standpoint - the exceptionhere being anti-fascist resistance. rne raea or Europe has been more con-nected to the state tradition and erite curtures than with tt 

" 
poriti", or 

"iuirsociety. what is therefore important is that it be disengaged from the statetradition if it is to be used as a normative idea and a basis for rationar colrec-tive identities in the modern polity. without a sociar dimension the Europeanidea wilr fail into the hands of the nationafists ana bureaucrats. I am not thenappealing to some kind of abstract culturar essence, an .autonomy 
of the spir_it' (Finkielkraur, t9g5).orwhar Jan futo"tu [lS 3, p.23),following in thefootsteps of Husserr, calls 'a conce.n ritt ttre sour around which the projectof the life of Europe is crystatised' with its roots in pratonic metaphysics.

for 90] find adequare the view, expressed by president vacrav Haver of theczech Repubric in a speech to rh; Eurod;n parriamenr in srrasbourg in|994, that Europe needs .a spiritual o';;á ji*"n,ion, 
which woulá becapabre of articulating an identity and the .""."ution of charisma. ir,""gr,broadly agreeing with Havel's plěa for u no*i""nnocratic European identi-ty' I wish to take issue with those who."g-d il; normative basis of co'ec-
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tivc identity as residing in the contents of culture or the project of modernity
rrs the unfolding of the great promises of the Enlightenment, a notion that

lrrrs been formulated by Gorbachev (1987, pp. 19718): 'Europe "from the

Atlantic to the Urals" is a cultural historical entity united by the common
lrt:ritage of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, of the great philosophical
:rrrtl social teachings of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.'

To speak of Europe as an 'invention' is to stress the ways in which it has

lrt:op s61511s"ted in a historical process; it is to emphasise that Europe is less
thc subject of history than its product and what we call Europe is, in fact, a
lristorically fabricated reality of ever-changing forms and dynamics. Most of
lirrrope is only retrospectively European and has been invented in the image
rlí a distorted modernity. Moreover, the history of Europe is the history not
orrly of its unifying ideas, but also of its divisions and frontiers, both inter-
rrrrl and external. Since the idea of Europe is not a mysterious substance float-
irrg above the real world of society and history, I shall attempt to show how
it is interpolated in concrete configurations of power and their geo-political
t omplexes.

Defining Europe is then fraught with problems, for Europe is a protean
itlca and not something self-evident. It is erroneous to regard Europe as mere-
ly a region for the simple reason that it means different things to different
pcople in different contexts. Europe does not exist any more naturally than
r lo nations. It is like most of our political vocabulary, constituted by history
rrrrd, at the same time, constitutive of that very history. European identity did
rrot exist prior to its definition and codification. It is a doubtful construct any-
way given the apparent inesolvable conflict of national cultures and oppo-
sitional collective identities. Unifying myths of integration should be viewed
with scepticism unless they unambivalently accommodate diversity. In the
present context what I wish to emphasise is that the idea of Europe was con-
structed with strategic goals in mind and the 'reality' that it designates is also
rrsed strategically. The sociological concept of a 'discourse' can help to
cxplain this: Europe cannot be reduced to an idea, an identity or a reality
since it itself is a structuring force. What is real is the discourse in which
ideas and identities are formed and historical realities constituted.

In contextualising the idea of Europe, I intend to demonstrate that the idea
of Europe is a historical projection, a universalising idea under the perpetu-
al threat of fragmentation from forces within European society; it is essen-
tially the unifying theme in a cultural framework of values as opposed to a
mere political norm or the name for a geo-political region. It can be seen as
the emblem and central organising metaphor of a complex civilisation. But
Ilurope is more than a region and polity, it is also an idea and an identity. In
the following chapters I shall outline the historical process in which the idea
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of Europe was constituted as a curtural frame of reference for the formationof identities and new geo-political realities. My aim i, to t.u"" it 
" 

processthrough which Europe became first a curturar idea and then a serf-consciousporiricar idenrity. t_f:.]11"n0t" of my critique is rhar in this transformation,and in the cultural shifis accompanying it, rhe idea of Eud;*";;;mained
tied to ethno-cu|tural values whic-h láu" tua a reifying effect on collectiveidentities. It will also. become apparent that the iiea-of Éu.ope-railea tobecome a cohesive colrective ia"ntity, for instead of a European identity con_figurations of national identities formed. tutort aiscursions on th" Europ"anidea fair to distinguish between the idea of Europe and European identity asa form of consciousness. The idea of Europe exisied r""e;;f;;;eJire actu-ally tregan to identify with it and to see themsetves as Europeans. what weneed to know more about is exactty how Europe became estabrished as arearity for knowledge * a currurar iiea - and rro* it ,uur"q"""iry [", io"rrto power.
since the distinction between Europe as an idea, identity and rearity is cru-cial to my argument: r^or" further preriminary conceptual clarification isrequired. It may be helpfur to conceptuarise this with the herp of the metaphorof the footbalr game: theba'is Europe, the players the identity projects andthe pitch the geo-poriticar rearity on *hi"h,h" gu*", in this instance the dis_course, is played' This analogy also underrines my contention that the ideaof Europe is never rora'y cont.t.d uy any oittre piuy.., in tn" n"rJ,iio".u-pies the curturar-symboric space wtricn is competed for by colrective identi-ties' The European iaea is quite simply a poriticar footbau. But, to take themetaphor further, it is not without it' rěf"r"e,, for the ,o"iuI ,"p.'oauJion otrearity also involves a. normative dimension; that is, it can be rinked to amoral dimension which has the power of critical self_reflection.

Though I am principally concerned with Europe as an idea, it is importantto see clearly the three levels of analysis that are involved ln tr," tt'áo.y orthe 'inve.ntion of Europe'. As an idea'Eu.op"i. a kind of regurative idea foridentity-building processes.. The idea rf t;.rp" is a culturalmoderof soci-ety, a focus for colrective identities. castoriadis (19g7) has wri*en about thefunction of the 'imaginary' in the constitution of society. ,social imaginarysignifications' are part of":"il society unJin ju.ti"urar, in the presenr con-text' the 'centrar imaginary'. The point at issue is the mannerin which a soci_ety imagines itself in time and space with reference to a cultural model. Thisis not unrike what Anderson (1gg4) has cated an 'imaginary communitv, todescribe the national ideal. The idÁa of nuro|".n""ra]r,.,,J";;;;;J" 
"'an even higher degree of abstraction than jhe national ideal. FollowingDurkheim' I believe it can be seen as u.orr"",i* or sociar representationencompassing within it a heterogeneity of curtural forms culor.o"i"i,'ilsr.
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l')lJ4). Social representations are not merely reproductions of reality, they
.u('lrlso prescriptive and serve as regulative ideas for the formation of col-
L'r'tivc identities.

lkrwcver, when cultural ideas become part of political-identity building

t,r)ccsses they can become ideologies. By ideology I mean an all-embrac-
rrrli rrnd comprehensive system of thought, a programme for the future, and
.r lrolitical doctrine for the mobilisation of the masses. 'When a particular
.|..íilrition of reality comes attached to a concrete power interest' it may be
, :rlfctf an ideology' (Bergerand Luckmann, 1984,p.141). Identities become
prrtlxrlogical once they take on the character of a dominant ideology and the

rrtlividual can no longer chose his or her identity. When this happens iden-
rrlit:s become life-lies: identities stabilise as objective forms of conscious-
rr('ss. In other words identities become vehicles for the reproduction of
,Lrrrrinant ideologies. National identity, sexism, sectarianism and racism are

''xarnples of regressive fornis of identification with authority: identities
I'r'come reified and anchored in the state, gender, church and colour. Identities
, :rn also take on a pathological form when they are constructed against a cat-
,'11rry of otherness (Fabian, 1983; Gilman, 1985). Instead of identity being
r |cÍined by a sense of belongingness and solidarity arising out of shared life.
rvollds, it becomes focused on opposition to an Other: the 'We' is defined
rrrrt by reference to a framework of shared experiences, common goals and
:r collective horizon, but by the negation of the Other. Identification takes
place through the imposition of otherness in the formation of a binary typol-
o11y of 'Us' and 'Them'. The purity and stability of the 'We' is guaranteed
lirst in the naming, then in the demonisation and, finally, in the cleansing of
utherness. This is frequently what the pursuit of community really is about:
thc imposition of otherness in the assertion 'we are different from them'. The
rlcfining characteristic of the group is not what its members have in common
lrrrt in what separates them from other groups. By this I do not mean to sug-

11cst that difference is somehow bad. Identities are always relational and what
rrrzrtters is not the representation of the Other as such but the actual nature of
the difference that is constructed. The issue then is one ofdiversity or divi-
sion: self-identity by the recognition of otherness or by the negation of oth-
crness; solidarity or exclusion. When the Other is recognised as such,
r|i|ťerence is positive, but when the other is represented as a threatening
slranger, difference is negative. This dichotomy between Self and Other has
lreen pivotal in the making of European identity (Keen, 1986; Hall, 1992;
llarle, 1990; Larrain, 1994; Neumann and Welsh, 1991; Neumann, 1992;
Said, 1979; Young, 1990).

The concept of identity
which identity is possible.

be further differentiated into the levels at

important to distinguish between personal
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rrrrr'llt:c(ual modalities of power through which Europe is constituted as a
'.rr;rtt:gic reality and a subject of knowledge. Europe thus exists as a sub-text
u,lrit'h scls the terms for the construction of a field of representations. As a
1'IriIrls<rphy of history, the idea of Europe serves as a meta-noÍTn of legiti.
rrrrriorr lbr the pursuit of a strategy of power. It serves as a substitute for the

, ,'rrrplcxity of modern society, which is characterised by differentiation and

,rl)srrirctness (Luhmann, 1982;Zijderveld, 1972). One of the tasks of a crit-
r, rrl tlrcory of Europe is to demonstrate that cultural and political diversity
.rrrrl tlrc heterogeneity of social milieus lie beneath the dominant ideology.
l'trt' task of the sociologist is to inquire into the process by which realities

,rr t' r:onstructcd out of ideas and to demystify the power of symbolic names;
r' tlisontangle the complex web of interconnections by which identities
lrr'r'onle linked to relations of power. It must also be recognised that the dom-
rrr;rrrt ideology, the hegemon, is never entirely a monolith but is fraught with
r.rrsions and contradictions, for where there is consensus there is conflict.
llrt: dominant ideas are never controlled by any single ruling elite and can
l,r' rrscd to subvert power. So the European idea is not just only a hegemon-

r, itlca; it should be seen as a totalising idea that collapses at the point of
l'('('olning hegemonic.

liurope is more than an idea and identity; it is also a geo-political reality.
( )rrr: of the central characteristics of Europe as a geo-political entity is the

| 
,r ( )ccss in which the core penetrated into the periphery to produce a power-

írrl system ofcontro| and dependency. It was colonialism and conquest that

rrlriíicd Europe and not peace and so|idarity. Every model of Europe ever
rlt'vised always generated an anti-model. Europe has tended to be a divisive
plrcnomenon; it is not inherently connected with peace and unity. It has been

;r llct of European history that every attempt made to unite the continent
rlt.cuÍfed after a period of major division. This presupposes a theory of the

I r istorical regions of Europe. It will suffice here to remark that Europe is not
:r rratural geo-political framework but is composed of a core and a number
,'l borderlands which are all closely related to the eastern frontier. To a very
:;ignificant extent, much of the 'unity' of Europe has been formed in relation
ro (hc eastern frontier and it has been possible only by violent homogenisa-
rion. Unlike the western frontier, which has been a frontier of expansion, the
(.ítstern one has been a frontier of defence and has played a centra| role in
rlro formation of European identity.

There is another aspect to the discourse of Europe which bears on the pre-
sont context. The idea of Europe shares with the idea of the nation, or nation-
irl identity, the characteristic of obscurantism. Though the idea of Europe
r ;rrcly evokes the same degree of irrational reverence and deification that the

irlcal of the national community can demand, it is also ultimately based on

and collective identities. while a collective European identity existed (at
least as part oferite culture) in some form since the siiteenthcentury, Eu.op.un
identity as part of personal identities did not exist untir the late nineteenth
century though it had graduaily evorved since the Enlightenment. In this peri_
od the idea of Europe became reflected in rhe personar Iife histories of indi_viduals as well as movements.

Much of what is being called .European, 
is in fact reconstructed, and inmany cases thinly disguised, nineteenth century imperialist ideas (Ň"á".u."n

Pieterse, 1991). one courd even go so far as to argue that there is a simirar_ity between present-day experiments with European identity and rate nine-leenth century attempts at consciousness-raising by meáns of a socialimperialism and jingoistic nationalism' In both .u,á, ti," resul. is the same:
the postulates of politicar discourse are withdrawn from critique and scruti_
ny by being reified into official cultures. oppositional currents, sub_curtures
and regional and sociar movements are aiienated in the appear to a meta-
community: 'For a part of the public the abstract symbols presented by thevarious administrative agencies may become a srcreo-typed substitute forrigorous thought about their own and others' sociar needsi (Ederman, 1964,p, 62). The idea of Europe was mostly derived from .above, 

and not Íiom'below' in concrete forms of life and political struggles. It has prinJpa'y
been the ideology of intelrectuals and the politicar class. As such it has tend_ed to be a counter-revolutionary ideology of the elites, tfrose groups wtoc|aim to be the representatives of society. it is in their language ií-,ut t.t," ia"u
of Europe has been codified. Intellectuais generally play a-leaáing ro|ein theshaping and codification of collective identities (Giesen, lgg3).

Today, more than ever before, the discourse of Europe is taking on a strong-
Iy ideological character' In this transformation Europe becoríes pu.i of uhegemonical cultural discourse. Erevated to the status of a consensus, theidea of Europe, by virtue of its own resonance, functions as a hegemon which
operates to produce an induced consensus - which is less a corn'ptiance witnpower than acquiescence and herpressness - with which a system oifo*..can b.emobilised. By a .hegemon' 

I mean, following Gramsci (rqzĎ, themanifold ways in which consciousness is structured in the soticiting oí.on-
sent' In the battle of ideas, a single system of thought becomes rr"j"moni".
The rule of the hegemon is rure by a form of consent that does not question
its own presuppositions. A world is created which is experienced as objec-tive; it is something that is given, raken for granteo, unaiieruur" 

"* ,"rr_;",_dent' As a hegemon Europe is a self-encloa-u.", u coherent subject-matter, asystem of thought. It is not something that can easiry be chosen o. r";""i"0,for it itself structures the field of choices and the epistemological framework
in which it is articurated. Thinking, reading and writing abo,it Europe ar" tn"
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an obscurantist interpretation oť community: a fantasy homeland that goes
hand in hand with a retrospective invention of history as weil as a morarisa-
tion ofgeography. Under|ying this are unifying nu..utíu". oforigin and des-
tiny. The difference is that in the case ortne iaá orEurope lt i. tň" Áy,tiqu"of civilisation rhar is cultivated and reinforced by myihs of high culture.
Europe can be viewed as a discursive strategy which is articu|atá by shifr
ing signifiers in relationar contexts. In otheiwords, what.urii" *uryr"a
11e 

the reference poin.ts of the European idea rather than its curtural content.
This is because there is no rear tradition of Europeanism in the sense that wecan speak of a tradition of statehood or nationarism. Today such an ,inu"nr-
ed tradition' is clearry in the process of invention with the proriferation or aparaphernaria of embrems and srogans of the new officiar curture. It musa not
be forgotten that the nation-state is arso not the unified and autonomous enti_
ty it is often portrayed to be, but is characterised by the same divisions with
which Europe is often equated.

Taking Gellner's (19g3) argument that nationarism came into being to
serve society in the process of industriarisation with a culturarty uniform
mode of communication, it courd be argued that the idea of Europe is tooay
fulfilling this role. The.1:w p9|itics of Éuropeanism is very 

'u.h u product
of the media and is exhibited in |ife styles _ food, advertising, tourisÁ, satel-lite TV - and technocratic ideologies and not in the emotionarism of nation_
alism. The idea of Europe quite simpry does not have the same emotional
attachment of the nation. To take an example from history. Áit". tr'"Risorgimento, when Italy was united in 1861 1without the kno*iáag";f ,,-,o,,Italians) one of its architects, Massimo d'Azegrio, in a famous pri.ur", ,uio.we have made Italy, now we have to make lta|ians' (HobsbawÁ , iF/9ia, p.44)'The situation is not very different today: Europe has been uniteJ, but
those elusive citizens, the Europeans, have y"t to u" invenÍed.

The idea of Europe has a|l too often bĚen erroneously seen as a cos-
mopolitan ideal of unity and an alternative to the chauvinism of the nation_
state' My thesis, in contrast, is that it must be viewed in the globai .ont"^t
of world-views and the nation-state, far from being its .n.^y] i"in i*, ,r,.condition qf its possibility. The European idea has in fact reínforced ratherthan undermined the ideorogy.of naiionarity. As Karr Mannheim (r97g)
argued, many cultural ideas which embody utopian impurses ao noi ur,uuy,transcend the society with which they are osten;ibly iíconflict uut u""o*"ideologies.

When we contemplate the vast range of books, monographs and politicalmanifesros rhat ail bear rhe word Europe in their tittes, rlis airn"utito J"nythat there is an erement of mystification in the idea of Europe. It projects thelanguage of the life-world and poritical struggres onto the macro-dimension
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.r| ;lr.rllt|tlt|.lÍlityof statesbytheinventionof amega-community.Theresult
r'. rrrrt gcrruine internationalism but a socio-technical framework for the
. .1'Irrilltlíon of scarce resources and the pursuit of unrestrained economic
1'irltvlll. Wc Íind that the idea of Europe is becoming the driving force of
.rr,rrr'11it:s of macro-political and economic engineering, and, above all, the
..rrl':;lirrrtion of a new goal, closely linked to the neo-liberal political pro-

l'I;|||||t}c' Íbr the traditional socia| democratic programme. It is a unifying
ri,, rrrc which links the macro-level of economic and global frameworks to
rlr,'r'rrlrrrral reproduction of the life-world and enhances the steering-capac-
riy ,lí lltc fbrmer. The most important task for Europe today is the articu|a-
rr.rrul ir ncw ideaofEurope which would becapableofprovidingan orientation
t,'r .rpost-national Europeanidentity.Ratherthanbeingtheleitmotiffor'dis-
,'r lt;rn iscd capitalism' (Lash and Urry, 1987) the European idea should, if it
r', l' bo anything, be the basis of a new politics of cultural pluralism.

Ar this point I should like t'o clarify a theoretical presupposition implicit

', rvlrrt I have been arguing. Essential to a sociological theory of the evolu-
r r, ,r r o l rnodern political culture is a vision of the structures underlying shifts

'rr 
, rllcctive identity and their regulative ideas. By structures I mean, essen-

rr,rlly, lhe state, economy, culture and society. When we survey the history
,'t rlrtr liuropoan idea it can be seen how it was always articulated in terms
.'I tIrt: íirst three' Europeanism generally signified some notion of po|itical
rrruty" be it thatof theHoly Leagues and alliancesof Christendom, theConcert
, 'l l:rrr'ope or the European Union. This state-centred model was in modern
rr.r's closelý linked to the pursuit of economic interests. It is also connect-
, ,l rvith rnilitarism in the sense of Europe as a security agenda. Europe has
,rl',o hccn seen as a product of culture: be it that of scientific-technological
, rlrrrrc, bourgeois high culture, or the present-day attempts to invent a
I rrropcan official culture. Europeanism has rarely been associated with the

| ', 'lr I ics of society in the sense of 'civil society' or the 'public sphere' under-
'.r'1v1l -t a domain distinct from that of the state. If Europeanism is to have
,!ny scnse at all, this is the'model that it should be based upon and not one
|||:|í tlses co|lective identities aS props for macro-institution-bui|ding' The
1lr.;('()urses with which the idea of Europe has been connected -Christendom,
, rvilisation, the West, imperialism, racism, fascism, modernity - are ones
|||:|| žtt'c based on matters that have |itt|e to do with the rea| experiences of
lrlr'. 'l'lre official and codified version of European culture has nothing to say
r,, tlrc silentEurope of minorities. Not surprisingly thecharisma and enchant-
rrrcrrt that it lacks is filled by nationalist and racist ideology and the new pol-
iltr.s <lÍ.materia|ism. So exactly where the space for identity formation is to
lr. t'r'catcd is acrucial question for the future. It is certain, however, that it
r.. rrot to be found in the sphere of the state and its administrative and ideo-
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logical apparatus. of rercvance here, and which I think will seriously chal_renge the possibirity of a European identity, is the fact that in recent timespost-nationar identity.is increasingry focused more on co'ectively meaiat-ed goals than on totalising visions oi unity' Post-nationat euro|euí, ao notsee themselves as bearers of the whole, te it the totality orií" *tion o.Europe, but as citizens whose identity is formed by their interests. If this isso, then a European identity, unless it is to be a contradiction in terms, courdonly be formed on the basis of intractable disunity and the o"ro".uii" pru-ralism that this entails.
An important theoretical probrem concerning the idea of Europe is its rela-tionship to the claims of European culture to universal uariaity. inlit 

". 
,uo.a.what is the normative status of the idea of Europe? a bool on *," ia"u orEurope_cannot escape this thorny philosophicar issue. It must be said at theoutser rhar whire I have heaviry drawn on Foucaurt's (r9g0a; tgsobfnotion

of discourse and Saidt (1g]9) concept of cultural construction, t íop" toavoid some of the we'-known theoretical pitfats of thei. *o*r,rvly ujp.ou.t
is also inspired by the sociorogy of Max 

-w"0". 
who a*emptea to piJuia" atheory of 'occidentar rationarism' (Schluchter, lggr). Rather than circum_venting the issue of universality by means of cultural reíativism, t snJt uit".ptro present a working hypothesis of a concept of universality thal does notopen itse|f to the Eurocentric fal|acy. The id.ea of Europe, t í'uu" u.gu"a, i,essentiaily a curtural value as opposed to a concrete form of identit"y. es acultural value it is not in itself a normative posturate. Values are not the sameas norms. The ratter are croser to ethical piinciples and can ctarm to ue uni_versalisable in the sense_that we can eipect them to u" ortinaing'ror""(Habermas, 1984, p. g9). Values, in contrast, are particularistic, they do notcarry the same claims to universal validity that we attach to norms' TÁe prob-lem that this presenÍs for the idea of Europe is not whether universal ethicalprinciples exist, but whether they are embodied in European culture.

The equation of the idea of.Europe with poriticar id;ntiry-buiioing p.o-jects has resurted in a cristorted idea of Europe. This is because the idea ofEurope, since it became an institutionalised discourse in early modern Europe,served as a kind of legitimation Íbr the politics of the secujar uno t"oilo.ialstate' Now, regitimation presupposes a normative standpoint uy .""", .rwhich power becomes regitimate authority. In usurping the place herd bychristendom, the idea of Europe came to"acquire the aura of a normativestandard of civirisation, but this urtimately was a reification or 
"*ri"ui 

po*tulates. The concept of a universar church was thus preserved in its heir,Europe, which espoused. a secular ideology off.og."r, and a philosophy ofhistory. As the. geo-political name to' u 
"iílll,uiion, Europe a|so signified itscu|tural value spheres. This, as I shal| argue in the followi"g 

"t,,íá.,, *",
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1,,,,.;ilrlr: bccause of the tension between the two functions of the idea of
I irropr.: us a geo-political name and as a cultural frarnework. As a result of
rlr,'t'rrrtrrlirrg conflict between Westand East, Christendom and Islam, Europe
!.rr Il'r| Ítl t|cvise a geo.politica| framework capable of uniting European civil-
t,.,rrr()r with a common set of values. Ever since the Muslim expansion of
rlr,'r'rglrth century, much of Europe lay under non-European rule. After the
i 'rlI tlí.Constantinople in l453 as much as one quarter of European territo-
r 1, l:ry rrnder Muslim rule and after the advance of the Red Army in 1945 one
tlrrrrI tlÍ. IJurope lay under the Russians, who have traditionally been per-
, ( rr,('(l as non-European. Europe, as a civilisation, perpetually under threat
lr,rrrr outside forces, particularly on its eastern frontier, evolved a cultural
, rlros which tended to attribute to its own structures of consciousness a uni-
,,'rsrrf istic dimension. With the opening of the western frontier after 1492
,rrrrl its subsequent path to world mastery, the idea of Europe increasingly
''I1'rriíicd a universal culture and European modernity was supposed to be the

'r1ir.lrí 
tlf universa|ity. With the exception of China, the only cu|t'ures thatever

, lr;rllcnged this were eventually either defeated or assimilated.
It is a mistake, as Ernst Troeltsch (1977) argued, to conflate universal

.. rr rrt;t ures of consciousness with any oneparticularculture. This is the essence
, 'l liurocentricism as an ethno-cultural project. Whether or not universalis-
rr( slructures of consciousness have been more institutionalised in western
I rrropean culture - which clearly transcends Europe as a geo-political region

tlran in non-European cultures is not the issue. Habermas (1984, p. 180)
lr;rs cogently argued this point:

'I'he universalistposition does nothave todeny thepluralism and the incom-
prrtibility of historical versions of 'civilized humanity', but it regards this
rnultiplicity of forms of life as limited to cultural contents, and it asserts
that every culture mustsharecertain formal properties ofthe modern under-
standing of the world, if it is at all to attain a certain degree of 'con-
sciousness awareness' or 'sublimation'. Thus the universalist assumption
refers to a few necessary structural properties of modern life forms as such.

It is important that these minimal conditions be separated from the idea of
lurlope. To suppose that the idea of Europe is itself a universal normative
r;landard would be to relate it to a kind of 'cultural violence' (Galtung, 1990).
Ity this I mean the violence that is contained in a cultural world-view which
t laims to be in possession of a single universal truth. Pertinent to this issue
is the thesis, developed in Chapter 5, that European culture was never ade-
rluately secularised and that consequently the idea of the universal survived
rrs a cultural absolute, an 'essentialism', in the Europe of the territorial and
sccular nation-states. To invoke Europe often involves the illusion that there
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t ,!rolr('ilr culture, I hope to be able to open up a critical perspective for a the-

,,, y r rl t:ilizenship which no longer appeals to atavistic myths and cultural

, t,;lrvinisnt. So what needs to be clarified is the moral universalism that is

,,,,1,lir.itly connected to the idea of Europe. There is enough within European

lri,.tor y with which the idea of Europe can be associated, such as a strong tra-

,trtrol 1l'civil society and anti-authoritarianism. It must, however, be recog-

,,, ,,.,1 tlrat even these enlightened traditions are not specifically European but

rr .rrr,,t.t:n(l thc specificity of cultural traditions.

l.||ť structure and argument of the book reflect this critique of the univer.
,.,rlr:;t r:llirns of European culture. It is written in the spirit of a radical inter-

,, rr(ion into the debate on a European identity and the attempt to fashion an

il rrtrt.iirl identity out of what should perhaps be best left as a cultural idea.

I trc rrrrilying theme in the book is the deconstruction of the 'Eurocentric fal-
t;,, y ' , rhe implicit association of the idea of Europe with universally valid

,,,,r ilr\.rnct the myth of unity. Thecrux of theproblem is the relation of Europe

,r.. ,r r:ultural idea to concrete forms of collective identity-building and its

.rilr( luring in the geo-political framework which we call Europe. what is

'r|.'rr ltl Stáke is the re|ationship of cu|tural identity to political identity: the

lu,,{or.ical process whereby Europe was constituted as a cultural idea and

rr,rrrstirrmed into a political identity. Above alt the failure of this identity to

, un:;(itute a collective identity capable of challenging national identities is

rrrv lllcme.
I t.:rn now state a central hypothesis. A theory of the invention of Europe

.., ,.lis to explain how the idea of Europe becomes attached to processes of
, ,,llt'clive identity formation, which reinforce the dominance of the centre

.,vt.r Íhe periphery. By a .European identity' I mean essentially, by defini-

rriln, a collective identity that is focused on the idea of Europe, but which

I .rrr irlso be the basis of personal identity. I shall attempt to outline the his-

r,,r icul constitution of the discourse of Europe in the following chapters by

rr.tcr.cncg to these three levels of analysis: Europe as an idea, identity and as

., ir.llity. The variables in this are language, religion, consciousness of his-

r,,ry, nationality, the frontier, material and aesthetic culture, and law/citi-

,,,'rrslrip. The structures to which these are linked are the economy, the state,

, rrllrrr.e and society. From a normative-critical point of view, I shall be argu-

rrr11 lirr a restructuring and re-imagining of the European idea, which should

i,r. located on the level of society, so that we can speak of a 'social Europe'

,r,, opposed to a state-centred Europe and link it to citizenship as a norma-

rr vt: basis of collective identity. Very schematically, I shall link the idea of
I ur'()pe to five discourses which can be seen as its 'crystallisations': the dis-
( | )1r'se of Christendom, the Enlightenment discourse of civilisation, the late

rrurctce11th and early twentieth century discourse of culture, the Cold War

is a privileged 'we' who are the subject of history and a corresponding belief
in the universality of western norms. Europe becomes a mirroi for th-e inter-
pretation of the world and European modernity is seen as the culmination of
history and the apotheosis of civilisation. The most common form in which
this exists today is an highly ambivarent 'anti-racism' which, in appealing
[o some allegedly self-evident set of abstract rights, is selectively deployed
as an pretext for western triumphalism and does not recognise that there is
a profound 'antinomy between universalism as regards human beings and
universalism as regards human beings' ..cultures''' (Castoriadis, l99ž)'

The thesis I should like to propose, then, is that it is important that the idea
of Europe be separated from universal ethical validity 

"lui*, 
disguised as

an essentialist ethno-culturalism. The idea of Europe, ostensibly a geo-polit_
ical concept, is a cultural model, a cultural construct, and as such cannot
claim universal validity. It is an unreflective category ofcultural reproduc-
tion. while it can be connected to the moral dimension of society, itltself is
not a moral concept. Moreover, in so far as battles for legitimation crystallise
in the idea of Europe, the effect can only be one of distortion, a reification
of the moral space. The idea of Europe then inevitably becomes a basis of
division and a strategy for the construction ofdifference. The politicisation
of the idea of Europe in fact amounts to a definition of Europe not as what
its peoples have in common but in what separates them from the non-European
world, and, indeed, very often amongst themselves. It is this definition of
Europe, which inevitably results from its political hijacking, that should be
avoided.

At this point the notion of universality must be further clarified. universa-
lity does not rnean uniforrnity and the intolerance that this necessarily implies,
but can refer to plurality and difference. As I have already u.gu"d, airrer-
ence is not in itself bad so long as it is not a question of the negátion of oth-
erness. universality can refer to a notion of otherness than irrcludes rather
than alienates the other. It is for this reason important that what I would call
the 'project of autonomy' be disengaged from the dominant social repre-
sentations that have until now prevailed and be more firmly connected to
normatively grounded ideas. A model of citizenship based on participation
and solidarity is crucial in this respect. I shall be arguing that the notion of
European post-national citizenship is a more important ideal than that of.European unity' and could oÍTer a more normatively based reference point
for a European identity.

The idea of Europe is not, then, without ambivalence. It is Janus-faced:
on the one hand, an exclusivist notion ofEurope has prevailed; yet, on the
other the idea of Europe does appear to occupy the normative space for a
universalist project of autonomy. By deconstructing the myth of the unity of
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discourse after 1g45 and the contemporary conflict between the discoursesof Fortress Europe and that of a Social o. 
'Citir"nr, 

Europe.

- 
I begin, in chapter 2., by tracing the genesis and emergence of the idea ofEurope in classical antiquity and its gradual transformation in the course ofthe Middle Ages from a geographical notion - originally linked to the idea ofthe Heilenic occident - into a curtural idea, but one which, nevertheress, wassubordinated to the idea of christendom. with the consolidation of the ideaof Europe - which I ptace at the rate fifteenth century - I seek in chapter 3 torelate this new currurar m.odel to the emerging forms of Europ"un iJ"n',i,y unatheir burgeoning 8eo-po.litical realities. rurv-ui,n is to assess ut 

"*u"ity 
*rrutstage European identity became focused on the idea 

"f 
Ě'.o;;;opiá,"o tochristendom, chapter 4 dears with the encrosure of the ia.u oiru.oplln west_ern Europe. Its central argument is that the division between Euroi" una trr"orient was reflecred in an internal division within Europ" una tr,Jt in" 

"urr-ern frontier - crosed after the fall of constantinopre in 1453_ was the deter_mining factor in the shaping of the idea of Europe as the ,west,. It was noruntir the opening of the western frontier following the reconquest of Spainand the colonisation of the Americas after 1492 thatthe broader and morehegemonic notion of the 'west' provided the basis for European identity.chapter 5 looks at the consoridation of the western system of nation_statesand the formation of a'political concept of the idea oi Eu,op" u, u á"nu,"anormative standard in theconcert of Europe. A centrar 
"on.".n 

in this chap-ter' as 
-well 

as in chapter 6, is an attempt to exprain the manner in *i,"r, trr"idea of Europe came to rest on a universalistic notion of civirisation, con-structed in opposition to the orient and the conquest of nature, whire the ideaof the nation became more focused on the particuraristic 
"on""pt 

oi nuiionutculture.In chapter6I argue rharEuropean identity is uery 
"lor"t'y 

rintel wi*rracial myths of civilisational superiority and the construction of othernesswithin.an adversariar system of worrd-views. chapter 7 proceeds with an argu-mentaboutthecol|apseoftheideaofEurope:therišeofthe 
iaeaoruiit,í"u,opa,

as a competitor, the conditions of total wár and the rise of fascism, which aIsocompered for the idea of Europe. chaprer g considers ti," ,.u"iioi"g or *,"idea of Europe as part of post-war reconstruction and its institutionarisation
as a pseudo-norm in the European Union. In this context the crucial issue isthe wider scenario of rhe 

9:19 
W*. Chaprer 9 is addressed to tf," i*fli.utionof the co'|apse of the Cold War .on,"n,u, for the idea of Europa Íi,í^i"thesis is that the idea of Europe1ras become part of u n"* ,.u."-,.íi;;;;""-

alism that has crystallised in .Fortress Europe' and far fro* being í;;;"*sor to the nation-state, Europe, in fact, is a firnction of it.
Finally, in Chapter 10, by way of a conclusion I argue that it is importantthat the ethno-curturar idea ofEurope be separated from normative consid-
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, r.rrr.rrssuchastheissueofcitizenship.Politicalandlegal conceptionsshould
rr.'l lrt. ItlíldeoutofunreflectivecuItural identities. When suchunreconstructed
, ulrrrnrl ideas are translated into institutional practices by political identity
I'r,'it'cts, the polymorphous nature of reality will ensure their divisive appli-
r ;rtron. 'Ihe only way out of this would be to replace the largely unreflective
l.|r.;t rlÍ.Europe based on self-identity through negation and exclusion with
,'rr,' lrascd on autonomy and participation. Only by means of a commitment
t, ' ;r post-national European citizenship can the idea of Europe be divested
,'l its cultural ambivalence. Since a collective European identity cannot be
I'rrilr <ln language, religion or nationality without major divisions and con-
|||(.Ís cÍnerging, citizenship may be apossible option. Given the obsotescence
, 'l thc Cold War idea of Europe, there is now a greater need than ever before
lor l new definition of Europeanism that does not exclude the stranger. A
, 'llcotive identity based on citizenship could be a starting point for such a
r,':rppraisal of the European idea. I am suggesting then that the politics of
l;rrropeanism should be seen as an incomplete project in which there can be
Irollr regression and a potential for social learning.
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10 Conclusion: Towards
Po s t- N ational Citizen s hip

The aim of this book has not been to demonstrate that the idea of Europc is

an idea with negative implications. I do not wish to suggest that it should lrc

abandoned as a cultural concept. It is in many senses a collective concept lor

unclear ideas, not all of which should be rejected. The general thrust ol'thc
argument has been that there are many 'Europes' and that the one that hrrn

become predominant today is very much one of exclusion and not inclusiorr.

I have stressed the importance of looking at the idea of Europe from a glob

al point of view. The idea of Europe that I have attempted to deconstruct is

one that is focused on the notion of unity and one for which modernisatiort
is the model. After surveying the idea of Europe through the centuries it is
not difficult to conclude that there is little new in the world that is emergirrg

today: the Europe of our time is not one that has relinquished the age-okl

pursuit of enemies. The 'little' Europe of the Cold War era is over and so

are the illusions and luxuries it afforded. It is no longer exclusively a qucs

tion of West versus East but of North versus South. A new and greaterEuropt:

is being born in what is becoming a major confrontation between Europe anrl

the rest of the world amidst the rise of a racist malaise of xenophobic nation -

alism. White bourgeois nationalism has found new outlets in populist polit
ical rhetoric.

On a positive note, however, it must be recognised that, since the okl
Europe developed within the context of the Cold War the restrictions it

imposed are now absent: high military spending is now no longer necessary

and there is no reason why the new Europe cannot devote itself to new goals

determined by social and environmental demands (Freeman et al, 1991). Thc
discourse of Europe can be seen as the space in which new demands can bc

articulated. So simple-minded opposition to Europe can also be undemo-
cratic. As Alain Touraine argues: 'European construction offers us the chancc
to live simultaneousely at various levels of political and social organization;
if we don't use it, we will be torn between universalism and particularism or
close ourselves into a desperado nationalism' (Touraine, I99a p.22).

I have also attempted to demonstrate that the ideal of European unity has

not, in fact, been an alternative to the nation-state, either in theory or in prac-
tice. To briefly restate onc of the central theses of this book, when the ideu
of Europe became differentiated from the Christian world-view after tho

Renaissance it became closely associated with the emerging ideal of thc
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nation-state and ever since, aside from a number of anomalous utopian ideas,

the dominant understanding of the idea of Europe has been that of a Europe

of nation-states. Europe is not, then, an alternative to nationalism but a con-

firmation of the hegemony of the nation-state. In fact Europe is a function

of the nation-state, which has also fostered the nationalism of the region. As

a strategy of discourse it is a protean notion by which the ugly aspects of the

nation-state can be rejected while its basic ideology is retained. To suppose

that the Europe of the European unity refers to a cosmopolitan ideal beyond

the particularism of the nation-state is, quite simply, an act of delusion. As

u 
"on"r"t" 

entity Europe is meaningless without the nation-state. In fact the

movement towards European unity has possibly led to a strengthening of the

nation-state since there has been a transfer of major mechanisms of economic

and political integration to the EU onto which the burden of legitimation has

been shifted. Europe emerged out of the disunity among nation-states, but

ultimately reinforced them. I have tried to demonstrate that, even for con-

servative-populist opposition to the ideal of Europe the issue is not, strictly

speaking, 
-Euiope. 

It is rather that Europe, as a discursive strategy, is the focus

íor articuIating a variety of political standpoints which are increasingly tend-

ing to coalesce in opposition to immigrants. In the discourse of Europe mutu-

ally opposed groups can find in the single entity a focal point for the pursuit

of ineiipro;ects. The very concept of a European union makes little sense if
something is not going to be excluded'

What I hope to have demonstrated is that an unreflected idea of Europe is

a dangerous idea. The idea of Europe embodies prejudices that lie deep in the

history of Europe. The ideas that have given Europe its identity, the ideals of

theChristian humanistWestand liberal democracy, havefailedto uniteEurope;

at least we are less likely to believe in such ideas as the civilising power of
European modernity. TheideaofEuropecannotbedisengaged from the atroc-

ities committed in its name. Walter Benjamin (1973,p.258) wrote under con-

ditions which are real for many people today: 'There is no document of
civilization which is not at the same time a document of barbarism.' There is

a direct continuity in the idea of Europe from. the crusading genocides of

medieval Christendom to the systematic extermination of other civilisations

by European imperialism to the gas chambers of the Nazis and the pogroms

oi ethnic cleansing of the new nationalisms in the post-Cold War period.

European history does not lead from culture to civilisation, from diversity to

unity; these are the terms of an old debate which we can no longer accept. In

the wake of the ending of the Cold War we are witnessing today the recon-

struction of borderlands, some new, some old. The frontier zones of the old

empires dissolved after the First World War are now making a violent return

in the form of ethnic nationalism. The almost fifty years of peace that Western
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Europe has enjoyed since the end of the Second World War - when wll wrr

effectively transported to the Third World - are now over with the reappcnr
ance of the old fissures. History, in short, has returned today in the fornrirlrrrrr

of a new dichotomy of Self and Other. It is in the shadow of the two wor lrl
wars that many of the conflicts in the Balkans and Transcaucasia havc lx.rrr

fought. The developments in European history in the present decadc lurvr.

turned Europeans in upon themselves and have led to the reappropriatiorr rl
the past. But it is a past with which Europeans bave not come to terms. .lrrril

as Europe took over the world-view of Christendom in the early modern pcr i

od, it has also taken over the culture of nineteenth century imperialisnr, rrrrrl

European fascism has been rehabilitated today in various strategies of 'clerrrrrr

ing', be it ethnic or ideological. The lesson is clear: Europe must be jurllicrl
by its failures as much as by its lofty ideals.

When we survey the scene of destruction in Eastern Europe and tho vio
lent return of history that the end of the Cold War has unleashed, it is d i l lr

cult not to conclude that Europe as a programmatic ideal has been a Íai|trrc.
The dismembermenI of Bosnia under the most violent of conditions is llrr,

ultimate expression of the failure of Europe as a multi-cultural polity. Bosrrirr
posed a fundamental question about the identity of Europe. This was llrr'
question of whether or not Muslims and Christians, both Orthodox and Ronrrrrr,
can live together in a single multi-ethnic state. Europe's answer was no.'l'lrir,
decision was the completion of the process begun with the reconquesÍ rrl

Spain. The division of Bosnia gives expression in an extreme form to llu.
failure of Europe and crystallises the war psychosis that has been the basis
ofEuropean identity forcenturies. In particular the tragedy ofsarajevo encnlf
sulates the failure of Europe as a multi-cultural civilisation. Sarajevo hrrrl

been the home of four religions - Roman Catholics, Orthodox Christilrrr,
Muslims and Jews (there had been a large Jewish population since the Íil
teenth century, when they had been expelled from most parts of Europe) lrrrrl

lived there for centuries - and was renowned for its tolerance and cos
mopolitanism. Moreover, it is hardly necessary to add that the failure ol'lhr:
European Union to act in concert to save Bosnia from its honible fate by tlrc
dark forces of Christendom is yet another serious demonstration of the liril
ure of Europeanism to link itself with a notion of collective responsibilily
and solidarity. The tendency in the European Union, with its monopoly orr
the idea ofEurope, was to define Bosnia as non-European and therebyjus
tify non-action (Ali and Lifschulz, 1993). Muslim Bosnians believed thcy
were being judged by many Europeans as Muslims. One cannot help spcr:
ulating about the consequences of a Muslim attack on a christian enclavc irr
the periphery of Europe. Many western pundits spoke of the undesirabiliry
of a Muslim state in Europe. But it must also be said that the inability of tlrc
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European union and the united Nations to intervene in the war in Bosnia

also disillusioned many Europeans with their international agencies and

European identity was severely shaken.

Is ihere anything in the discourse ofEurope that provides a point ofdepar-

ture for a politics ofcollective responsibility? Is it possible to speak of'learn-

íng processes'in history? (Eder, 1985; Wchler, l988). Can anything be

rcscued from the idea ofEurope? I shoulcl likc to bring this essay to a con-

clusion with a brief excursus on this issue.

The thesis I wish advocate is that unlcss thc idca ol'titrropc can be linked

to multi-culturalism and post-national citizcnshil.r, it is bcst regarded with

scepticism as a political notion. Europe nrust bo.irrlgcd by how it treats its

rninorities as well as its attitude to the non.[t|r()l)cirlr wrlr|t|, ittl<| Í|()t nlcrc|y

by the chauvinistic norms of the nation-statc. Wit|r llrt: lltr:ltk.tt1r <rí. lradi.

tional political identities, there is a need today lirl rttt rtllcrtrrtlivtr t:ollcctivc

identity that is not based on the'counter-faotttalisrrr tlr;tt is ittltt'rr'rtt irr rlitli()n-

al identity. I remain doubtful that the idea oÍ. littrtl1lt: t';ttt ;tt'ltit'vt. lIris llrrl l

do not wish to preclude the possibility that it cittt 1rtrrvir|t. ;t \|';|( (. Íirt'rtvt:I.-

coming resurgent nationalism and new poptrlist kirrtls ol titt i,';ttt. ltr ortlt:t ltt

achieve this it is, I believe, crucial to separatc lltt't'llttto r'trltttr:rl irh'rr ol.

Europe from citizenship. This distinction ltattgs rtrt (ltt' rlillr'rt'rr, t' ltt'lwt't"tr

universaliSable nOrms and CUltural valucs, wltit:lt lrtt'rr'l;rtivi"lir' ( 'rliu r-rr::lri1r

is a normative Concept while Europe is a otrllrrrlrl itlt';t. ('rtizr'rt"lrr1r r;lrorrlrl

notbeanymoreconflatedwiththeideaoÍan.csst'ttIi:tIi:;|'Illttrr1rr. lIt:trtrvrIlr

the principle of nationality. I hope to havc <lctttottsltrtlr'rl ttt lltt', lrrroh llt:tl

Europe's claim to universally valid norms is itt lrt:st lli1iltIy t ttItIt.ttltrttt.. tÍ tttlí

clownright false. The idea of Europe is esscntiirlly rt t trllrrt;rl ttlt',t lt,r'.,',1 t'tt ;r

geo-political entity and its politicisation as lt 1rtrliÍit.irI trIr.rtltIy Itlí.1tl,ll||y

results in a distorted and regresSive adversarinl vrtlttr' rry',(r'ttt I lti rrttll' rv;tv

oUt Of thiS dilemma iS tO break the COnncctipll lrclrvt'r'tl 1111' lrlpit 't I'ttt.'t'

and the ethno-culturalism that it has until nr)w ltt't'tt lllr',r'rl tt1'r'rt

TheideaofEurope,incontrasttotheidcaol lltt'tlttllotr'r"ttrrl \'r||rrrrrrr'I

lithig notiqn with regreSSive tendenCies, but is cllrtlrt, lt't t',r''l lrv lr tt"r'rtt" rtrr'l

cOntradiCtionS Which Can be explOited for a ltt:w polil rr'. ll trrrlt'rl trrr \ l l il r''

idea of EurOpe Can be aligned with the progrossivr' lot t {"; rrr l rltrl'{ lrr lrr"

tory itmay beof emancipatory interest. oÍ.paI'tit.rrIltt lt'|t.t,itlt. r ltt lIti.. l.. ||l.
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of European identity. This is not an unlikely prospect since the iloro tlrr.

nation-state is undermined, the more the city will come to the fore (Casrclls,
1994). While there has been considerable discussion of the new nationalisrrr
of the regions, little attention is being given to the potentiality of the city rrr,

a source of cultural renewal.
One of the most important issues raised by the question of European uniry

and the conflicts in south-east Europe is that of citizenship. The problern lrr
the twenty-first century is exactly how we are to conceive of citizenslrip
Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the predominant icl:ir ol
citizenship has been linked to the nation-state. Citizenship was seen in lclrus
of the relationship of the individual to a territorial entity, the modern stltc.
Citizenship thus came to beenshrined in theconstitutionsof theliberaldclrrrt'
racies and monarchies. This view of citizenship has given rise to the bclicl
that constitutional and civil rights can only be guaranteed within the lirnitr
ofthe nation-state. The crucial question for the future is whether it is possi
ble to create a post-national kind of citizenship (Andrews, 1991 ; Haberrrrrrs,
1992; Meehan 1993a,1993b; Vogel, 1991; Welsh, 1993). Society has alwlys
existed as a legal and moral order, but since this has always been tied to llrc
nation-state, at least in modern times, the undermining of the sovereiglriry
of the nation-state by European unity results in a legitimation crisis unlersr

new principles of legitimation can be found which substitute the old idca ol
society as a moral and legal order with a notion of universal community ba.scrl
on citizenship.

If we look more closely at the old idea of citizenship as it emerged durirrg
the French Revolution, it can be seen that the revolutionary understanding ol
citizenship was closely linked to ideas of radical democracy and popular sov
ereignty. The idea of self-determination lay at the core of the early conccl)
tions of citizenship. The individual was conceived first and foremost as rr

citizen of a democratic polity rather than as a subject of a monarch or chulch.
But with the transformation of citizenship into nationality, the original alrrl
radical idea of popular sovereignty was lost. This loss of sovereignty was corl
nected to the idea ofnegative liberty: the idea that liberty consists in freedorrr
from coercion. Citizenship circumscribes a public sphere in which the autorr
omy of the individual is guaranteed from the arbitrary intrusion of the statc.
This is what is widely regarded as a civil liberty or civil rights and forms piu t

of a broader notion of human rights. But the idea of citizenship also inclu<lcs
an active component, a political or public liberty. This is related to the sphcrt:
ofpublic discourse and the principle offree association: the citizenas apolit,
ical actor. We can also distinguish a third liberty, the right to welfare. This
involves the idea that the role of the state is to serve society and to be the basis
of the social welfare state. This is to follow T. H. Marshall's (1992) wcll
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known classification of citizenship into thrce types, the civil, the political and

the social. According to Marshall the three kinds of citizenship became dif-

ferentiated from each other from the twelfth century onwards and it is pos-

sible to associate each with a specific century: civil rights with the eighteenth

century, political with the nineteenth and social with the twentieth.

I should like to argue that the dominant understanding of citizenship in

modern times has, in fact, been shaped by conceptions of nationality, which

in turn have been linked to purely political notions of citizenship. This is an

aspect of citizenship that is rarely discussed. The nation-state has been the

framework for the institutionalisation of citizenship. This is because the gen-

esis of the notion of citizenship has been closely tied to the idea of freedom,

which itself has been very much linked to the principle of nationality. In this

transformation the political identity of the individual is shaped less by his or

her relation to the state, as an apparatus of power, than to the nation as a

moral community. citizenship, reduced to nationality, thus becomes a means

by which the political identity of the individual is shaped in the drawing of

bárders between nationa|ities. In this model there is no clear distinction

between citizenship and national patriotism: the citizen is transformeb into

the patriot. This is in direct opposition to the original conception of citizen-

strip ttrat emerged with the French Revolution when citizenship was consid-

","i 
to be oppásed to the coercive state. Notwithstanding the contradictions

of the revolutionary concept of citizenship, there was not a close identifica-

tion between citizenship and nationality in the original formulation of citi-

zenship (Sewell, 1988). The constitutions of modern states do not make clear

distinciions between citizenship and nationality. The basic criterion in most

cases for citizenship is nationality, which in the original revolutionary con-

ception was incidental to citizenship. In the final instance, this is reduced to

the privilege of birth - and in some cases, such as in modern Germany, to

blood (Brubaker, 1990). In the course of the nineteenth century, as the Old

Order adapted itself to the conditions of capitalist modernity, the model of

citizenship became a reflection of the property relations of bourgeois soci-

ety; the citizen was an economic agent based on property ownership within

a iatriarchal system of powe r. With the emergence of universat franchise the

notion of citizenship was subordinated to democracy. Notions of democra-

cy that reduce, or subordinate, citizenship to a secondary consideration musl

bL rejected for their narrowness: citizenship is not a mere extension of democ-

racy which itselfcan exist only on the basis ofactive citizenship. In any case

the reduction of citizenship to the principle of nationality was never the sole

feature of citizenship throughout history (Heather, 1990; McNeil' 1986).

This narrow concept of citizenship as nationality is becoming increasing-

ly irrelevant to Europe as the twenty-first century approaches. The liberal



constitutional ideaof citizenship has become an instrument by which Eur.opc,
in the name of den.rocracy and nationality, can close and tighten its bordcrs
(Brubaker, 1989). This kind of citizenship is no longer appropriate ro rhc
requirements of the late twentieth century. In 1970 the uNHch estinrarctl
that there were2.5 million refugees, and g million in l9g0; and by 1992tlr
number had risen to 18 million refugees world-wide, while Amncsry
International estimates that there wcre 35 million displaced persons. It is n.l
surprising, then, that the western European states are imposing new reslric:.
tions on immigration and that disillusionment with democracy is finding rr

new voice in racism and xenophobic nationalism. This is also a problc'r
within Greater Europe. For instance, since the cot|apse of the UsšR ov.,r
twenty-five million Russians have been stranded in non-Russian states wirll-
out clear rights to citizenship. citizenship is being disengaged from univcr.-
sal rights and is being subordinated to the particularism of nationaliry.
citizenship should not be a means by which Europe defines its identity as a
white bourgeois nationalism. This is the danger today, that citizenship is
being reduced to the national chauvinism of the advanced nations. In this
regression, 'Europeans' are consumers, recipients of welfare, tourists.

The connection between national identity and citizenship is growing
stronger today in the face of the threat of mass immigration. Instead of being
a means for protecting minorities, refugees, asylum seekers, ethnic minori-
ties and stateless persons, it is becoming a means for protecting the majori-
ty from the outsider. citizenship has become a synonym for naiionality and
a legitimation of nationalist xenophobia. It has become a means bv which
minorities can be deprived of their rights rather than being a means of soli-
dari ty and a basis of democracy. The effect of most policies of tbe European
Union has been to resrrict citizenship by limiting the rights of refugees to
enter the member states (Fernhout, 1993). The dominant concept of unity in
the EU is an instrumentalist-technocratic one which does not question the
nation-state as the basis ofcitizenship. Its principal failure is thai it does not
recognise that membership of a state does not mean membership of the nation-
al community, which the state is supposed to be based upon.

Post-national citizenship is an alternative to the restrictive notion ofnation_
ality. The essence of post-national citizenship is that citizenship is deter-
mined neither by birth nor nationality but by residence. unlike nationality,
citizenship should not be embodied in the national culture of the state.
Citizenship is international and transcends the particularist assumptions of
culture and nationarity. It is also more than a mere political-legal irinciple
but involves recognition ofsocial rights. It is crucial to break the connection
between citizenship and nationaliry, both intellectually and constitutionally.
The only way Europe can overcome its poriticar ambiguity is in the redefi-
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nition of the basic political unit and notions of sovereignty (Tassin' 1992).

European identity remains trapped in a racial myth of origins which has

found iis expression today in a new nationalism of materialist chauvinism.

Immigration laws are the crux of European identity, for these are the instru-

ments Europe uses to restrict democracy and civil rights which are reserved

for the priviieged. Alongside new laws on immigration, what is also required

is a fundamental questioning of the prevailing European forms of identity'

European identity and the possibility ofa post-national citizenship are very

closely linked to the question of immigration laws (Lorenz, 1994, p. l4). So

long as citizenship remains linked to nationality, the conviction will remain

thaicitizenship laws exist in order to protect the unity and cohesion of the

dominant culture from foreign cultures. The only adequate idea of Europe

is one that is connected to anti-racism and stands unequivocally for post-

national citizenshiP.
Post-national citizenship is n6t to be understood merely as a formal consti-

tutional right. It also embraces a substantive dimonsion, which empowers

citizens with the right to participation in thc democratic polity. In this sense

it is fundamentally different from nationat citizenship, which is purely for-

mal. Purely formal notions of citizenship arc dangerous since they leave open

the possibility for their contents to be filted by populist idcology. Citizenship

snoula be the ultimate basis of legitimation for institution-building' not

ambiguous cultural identities. It is important that it be linked to participation

in the new political institutions that are being created'

The crucial issue here is the institutionalisation of pluralism. Citizenship

does not merely entail a liberalisation of laws on immigration but also per-

tains to the right to cultural autonomy. This also involves creating the space

in which minorities can define themselves rather than having their identity

defined for them by the dominant ideology. Post-national citizenship is inex-

rricably linked to cultural pluralism, which recognises the rights of ethnic

minorities to their cultural autonomy without being forced to integrate into

thedominantculture, which in mostcases is thenational culture' This involves

a rejection of the prevailing ideas of assimilation which have now been wide-

ly rácognised to be a failure. A post.national identity would therefore involve

u 
"o*rnit*"nt 

to cultural pluralism based on post-national citizenship which

would be relevant to Muslims as well as Christians and other world religions'

atheists, east and west Europeans, black and white, women as well as men.
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